Rusty Lucas
P.O. Box 422
Sandusky, Ohio 44871

December 15, 2011
3SI Security Systems, Inc.
486 Thomas Jones Way, #290
Exton, Pennsylvania 19341-2526
ATTN: Dye Pack Department
Dear Super Security Solution Innovators:
My wife had Thomas Jones on her fantasy football team two of the past three years, but I think he is
getting old and is far less valuable these days. Even after Jamaal Charles went down with a knee injury
this year, TJ didn't get the call from the coach.
Why did you change your name from ICI Security Systems to 3SI Security Systems? Did you merge
with another company or restructure somehow? I just wondered because changing your name when
you are an established company is a very big decision not to be made lightly without a good reason or a
court order.
Whether you are ICI or 3SI, you are clearly the industry leader in currency protection and well
respected among the major players of the banking industry. I wondered how adaptable your product
model is toward protecting other items. Specifically, I wonder if your exploding ink/dye packs are
adaptable to be placed on bricks, large rocks, and even smaller gravel stones.
My house is the local neighborhood school bus stop and, until recently, in front of our house we had a
decorative tree bed filled with gravel (and a few weeds) rather than a grass lawn. Being the bus stop,
we get a lot of unsupervised children out front every morning. I used to have a problem with the kids
throwing our rocks out into the street. They often had target practice using the stop sign at the end of
the street that dead ends at a right angle into my street.
Phone call complaints to the school were largely unproductive because they said I had no actual
evidence that those particular kids did it. Usually the kids would deny throwing rocks if I confronted
them, even if I just witnessed them throwing the rocks by peeking out through my windows. I didn't
have the money to invest in a security camera to catch them in the act, so last summer I dug out all the
rocks and installed a fence and some mulch. They can't throw my rocks if the rocks aren't there!
That has pretty much solved my problem, but a new problem has developed. The house just next door
is in foreclosure and has been vacant for two years. The school bus kids know this, so they go over
there and horse around since they can no longer throw my rocks. That house has some crumbling
concrete steps and a few loose bricks and small amount of its own rocks. Recently the kids have taken
to throwing those items around in the mornings.
So far they have left my house alone, but I still yell at them to not throw things whenever I see them. I
saw one little boy put a hole in the vinyl siding next door while trying to bust a brick against the

foundation. Of course he denied doing it. I ask them to not throw the rocks and they claim it was the
other kids waiting for another bus.
I really am not all that concerned as long as my house remains undamaged. But at some point I am
afraid that an accident will happen and someone will end up hurt, or an errant rock will end up
damaging my house or car or bird feeder.
I need a way to deter the kids from picking up the rocks in the first place and a way to identify the kids
who actually throw the rocks. If there was a way to put exploding dye packs on some of the rocks and
bricks, I think that would easily identify the culprits. Is your product suitable or adaptable for this
purpose? Or are you able to develop new dye pack for me to put on the rocks to catch the school bus
kids blue handed? They would no longer be able to deny their deeds having blue hands -- just like the
bank robbers who try to deny they stole the marked currency.
Once these kinds get their bottoms cracked a few times with a switch for having blue hands, they'll
hopefully learn to stop bothering the exploding rocks and they can move on to other mischief like
setting neighborhood cats on fire or swinging from the telephone pole guidelines. Neither of those
concern me because my cats always stay inside and the closest telephone pole isn't even in my yard.
Please let me know if you can supply rock dye packs to me and what they would cost. Also, do the
dyes come in a variety of colors? If so, please send me a sample palate of selections and I will choose
the colors closest to the vacant house's siding in case there is any collateral splatter
Sincerely,

Rusty Lucas
p.s. Do you have any old ICI Security Systems baseball caps? With the name change to 3SI, I expect
you had to discontinue the ICI caps. I may be wrong, but I would imagine the ICI caps would become
valuable collector's items in another 5 to 60 years since they are no longer being produced. But you
cannot use them since you name in now 3SI Security Systems. Is there any chance you could send me
a free ICI Security systems baseball cap since you can no longer officially use them anyway?

